STUDIO JAZZ ENSEMBLE II
Marc Seales, director

CD 13,846
1. ABSOTIVELY ........................................... JOHN FLUCK
2. SPEAK LIKE A CHILD .................................... HERBIE HANCOCK
   (arr. Bob Mintzer)
3. SLIDE’S DERANGEMENT ................................... SLIDE HAMPTON
   WHAT’S NEW? ............................................ JOHNNY BURKE/Bob HAGOERT
   (arr. Bill Holman)
4. 15 MINUTES LATE ......................................... JOHN CLYATON

TRUMPET
Bill Little
Dan Davies
Peter Klempner
Brad Nelson
Mike Okimura

TROMBONE
Nathan Yee
Nathan Brown
Nick Barr
Albert Munger

SAXOPHONE
Art Brown
Phadar Kinlow
Lee Redfield
Doug Wuerth
Amanda Montgomery

RHYTHM SECTION
Geoff Greenleaf, piano
Brett Yernton, guitar
Chris Davidson, bass
Russ Nyberg, percussion
Mike Dennis, percussion

STUDIO JAZZ ENSEMBLE I
Jay Thomas, director

CD 13,847
1. MEAN WHAT YOU SAY ..................................... THAD JONES
2. BLUE DANIEL ........................................... FRANK ROSSALINO
3. TOUCH OF YOUR LIPS ...................................... RAY NOBLE
   (arr. Mike Abene)
4. HERE’S THAT RAINY DAY .................................. JIMMY VAN HEUSEN/BURKE
   (arr. Dee Barton)
5. MORE ABOUT THIRDS ....................................... BILL HOLMAN
6. BASIE’S BACK .............................................. ERNIE WILKINS

TRUMPET
Cesar Amaral, lead
Mike Dorr
John Benedetti
Dave Bayes

TROMBONE
Kelly Clingan, lead
Stuart Hambley
Emily Asher
Nelson Bell, bass bone
Nick Barr

SAXOPHONE
Brian Albee, lead alto
A. J. Naff, 2nd alto
Mike Freeman, 1st tenor
Eric Peterson, baritone sax

RHYTHM SECTION
Jack Lightfoot, drums
Christian Kriebel, drums
Victor Twu, guitar
Doanld Sweeney, bass
Adam Grupp, piano